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A Look at the 1950 K&B .049
Torpedo

When one looks at early nostalgia airplane designs, one
can’t help but notice the K&B.049 is shown on many plans
such as the Mini Hogan, Zeek, Kiwi, Fu-bar, Sioux, ½ Wild
Goose, JASCO Skipper and PAA Master. Why, mostly
because at that time it was just about the best .049
engine available. It was the first .049 to have dual bypass
porting as found in the Cox engines that were still two
years away. Contemporary engines, except for the O.K.
Cub with its patented three port induction design, were of
the over and under type of intake porting. This type of
porting was first seen in the Arden engines of 1946.
Functionally it worked in the following order, the piston’s
downward movement uncovered the exhaust, and as it
moved further downward, uncovered the intake port.
The .049 Torpedo was at the end of an
evolutionary chain of the two K&B engines that
proceeded it. The advent of the glow plug made the
very first engine, the 1949 K&B .020 Infant (note – it is not a
Torpedo) possible. It was the first small engine on the
market and intended to replace rubber as the motive
power for kids. It was no powerhouse and not intended to
be. It sold well and K&B struggled to meet demand. K&B
followed with the .035 Torp Jr. in a quest for more power.
At the same time the term 1/2A was was decided upon
and a .049 displacement was locked down as the top of
the class. In September 1950 K&B introduced the
enlarged .049 version. It had all the experience gained
from the two previous engines incorporated into the
design. It had a ball/socket rod and piston assembly,
where the first 5000 early .020 Infants used a huge 3/32”
wrist pin that caused rapid wearing of the piston/cylinder.
The K&B .049 Torpedo has a larger .218” o.d.
crankshaft with a .140” port and passage through it giving
good breathing capability to its twin ports. An aluminum
collar between the cylinder base and the crankcase of
.075”, set the port timing, the collar affects compression
ratio and charge velocity. This thickness will vary a few
thousandths between engines and may have to be
changed to suit varying production tolerances. Only the
.049 had a std. screw-in glow plug. Both the .020 and the
.035 required a special captive glow plug held in place by
their alum. screwed-on cyl. muffs. Their small
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displacements would not tolerate much variation in
plug cavity volume, internal configuration or heat
range. Once again I have found through extensive
tests that the OEM glow plug seems to work the
best. The Fox, Fireball, etc. plugs can drop the RPM
by as much as 2000 and make the engine fussy to
deal with all around. The std. K&B short is the best
replacement and will give identical or better results
than the original. These, too, are now seemingly
out of production.
On the down side, the piston/rod assy. can develop
some slop with time and can be tightened up by
carefully peening the collar only with a 3/32” dia.
punch. Don’t hit the ball/socket. I use a Cox
resetting tool holder to maintain the piston while
doing this operation. The quality of the piston/cyl.
assy. is not as good a fit as of a similar Cox assy. I
wish it were. I think it would make an appreciable
difference in performance.
An unusual feature of these engines is that
the bar stock venturi is inserted downward almost
through the bottom of the crankcase. As such, the
.218” dia. crankshaft passes through the center of
the of the .250” dia. venturi. Thus, the crank holds it
in place and becomes a significant part of the
main bearing right at the rotary valve location. I
have opened up the venturi at the crank location
to as much as .155” with generally good results.
You must open the crank port to match to get the
most from this operation.
All the threads in
these engines are 40 pitch. Yes, I know they are
straight threads and not tapered but I use Teflon
pipe tape on them all during assembly. The back
plate is most important to get a good fit to seal in
the base compression. The mounting ring, back
plate and needle valve are the same for all 3 K&B
engines. The engines I get have always had the
mounting ring drilled from its 3-48 hole size to
seemingly 10-32. The head and / or cyl. has always
been attacked by pliers. With a lathe you can
clean up some of this abuse.
The drive washer can be removed by squeezing in
a vice. Place the crankcase in a smooth jaw vice
and push between the front of the crank and the
aft side of the case. Use thin sheets of plywood to
protect the engine if the vice jaws are not the
smooth type.

I usually put a .008 thick brass shim washer behind the
drive washer to stop the loose fore and aft movement
of the crank in the case. This generally gives a
clearance of about .002” fore and aft. Re-assemble
the d/w by tightening a prop on the engine. Use oil
on the assy. to ease the process.
All glow plug washers measure about .030. Going to .010
to .020 can give you 300 to 400 more RPM. The bypass
ports are fairly small in cross section and the thickness of
the cylinder base is thin. There is not enough material to
give this engine a port like found on a Holland Hornet. A
supplementary end mill pass at each side of the existing
port, such as is done on a Cox Tee Dee cylinder, would be
a vast help as this is the big bottleneck in the flow of
mixture through the engine. I am not good enough to get
that done. I just think about it a lot.
These engines are not as common as others as
they were only produced for three years before being
replaced by the K&B Allyn Sky Fury .049. Most examples I
have gotten are terribly abused. What’s with these
people anyway? The good news is that since they are a
bar stk. product, they can be repaired. I file the sides of
the crankcase with a mill smooth and kerosene to remove
the ravages that people wrought on these poor things.
The engine can come out looking new. I have a set of the
original wrenches for the engine, but they can be made
from .063” sht. steel except for the head with its two tangs
being required. That is a bit tough to make with a saw. All
½ A engines have a hardened piston running in a softer
12L14 Leadalloy cylinder. The piston can wear and show
scratches, but it’s the cylinder that catches most of the
wear. Most of the K&B engines I come across are badly
worn in the p/c dept.
I have honed cyls. using a length of .406 drill
rod and fine valve grinding compound to get a nice
true bore. You then shift to jeweler’s rouge and work
for a finer finish in the bore. I then take an AN-7
aircraft bolt or an automotive 4 to 6 point 7/16” bolt
and machine it to within .001 over my bore size. You
counter bore the bottom end and leave a ledge to
support the .078 wrist pin. A custom rod will have to
be made to complete the assy. Measure from the
top of the original piston to the top of the crank pin
bore in the rod and match that exactly with your new
parts. Drill the holes for the wrist pin to obtain the
above dimensions. Locate the wrist pin from ½ to 1/3
of the way to the top of the piston. Take .078 drill rod
or music wire and make a wrist pin to suit. I make it
just short enough to clear the bore and pinch one
end in a vice just enough to make it a force fit into
the piston. A bit of Loctite 620 is applied to both ends
also. This stuff is good to 490 degrees. Bring the

piston into final fit with the cylinder using a Roger
Schroeder type of lapping fixture. This is a metal
plate about ½” thick with a .406+ hole through it.
Four slight saw or file cuts are made at 90 degrees
to each other around the hole. A generous saw
cut through in one place only to accomplish these
cuts will allow the hole to be tightened as you
rotate the piston inside this hole. A 3/16” to ¼” dia.
hole edgewise through the saw cut will allow a bolt
to be utilized to compress the fixture to a smaller
size as the piston is lapped to fit. Use fine garnet or
jewelers compound for this function and stop when
the piston just starts to fit into the bottom of the cyl.
bore. Scrub everything well with hot water and
soap and assemble the engine with Rislone oil
additive from the auto supply store. When fired up
the engine will put out gray exhaust residue for
about 1 minute. It should then clear to amber, and
the compression should be better than before. I
have found these engines to now go to 14,000 RPM
after this rework.
Performance of these engines vary mostly I
believe due to the piston / cylinder fit. I adopted a
standard prop and fuel for all my .049 testing. A
standard atmosphere day is also considered in the
testing. I use a Cox 5-3 gray rigid prop and 10 %
nitro / 28% oil fuel. Nitro increases up to 25% give
about 3-400 increase in RPM. Nearly all of my
engines produce 13,200 with some less and some
more. The Cox identical mold prop of black nylon
can drop the output to 12,000. I’m not sure what’s
happening, but the prop may be opening up in
pitch. APC veg-a-matic props give very little
increase and can sure cut you up. With their
smaller blade area, they do not produce the same
amount of thrust as the Cox prop.
As a parting shot, I will tell you that while
reading a 1951 Top Flite ad in Air Trails, listed were
all the winners using Top Flite props at the nationals
that year. Here was a jr. 1/2A ROW winner using a
Torp .049 WITH a Cox glow head. This being the
early type used on the Space Bug et al. The 1956
and later doesn’t work. This head screws right into
the K&B and can sometimes raise the output
significantly. It doesn’t look good as it doesn’t fair in
with the cyl. It isn’t legal in early NOS, but it was an
eye opener.
The very best, Bill Schmidt

March 12, 2022, Meeting Minutes
ATTENDEES:
Mary Kay & George Avila, Phil Burress, Jeff Englert, Paul Morganroth, Meg & Joe Page, Linda &
Chuck Powell, Regina & Marty Kline, Jeanna & Kent Peters, Marty & Jim O’Reilly, Marilynn & Bill
Schmidt,
President Powell called the meeting to order, Minutes were approved as reviewed.
Treasurer Phil B. reported that the club assets remained positive.
OLD BUSINESS:
Club was notified of the passing of Charlene Salguero, Ed’s wife
NEW BUSINESS:
Club voted to access NO dues from members this year!!
WHAM Spring Fling to be held April 30 – May 1, 2022, at Marion County Airport. See
flyer page!
SHOW AND TELL:
I showed a couple of models with DT incorporated, a Supreme Traveler and Aeronca T. Kits builds, from
Volare and Dare.
Paul Morganroth showed his Limited Penny Plane he plans on taking to the Indoor nationals this year.
Chuck Powell displayed his 54” Comet Taylorcraft scale of his personal aircraft. He has it DT’ equipped,
using a Don DeLoach buildup-prop from Hummingbird Model Products. The stripes are painted on.
Phil Burress showed his Hanger Rat rubber sport model, a Farman ‘Post Card’ equipped with a three
channel RC setup and a Pitcarin Fleetwing.

The Nesmith Cougar is light weight homebuilt aircraft that probably has many
incarnations. It appears to me that it was developed with influence/knowledge
of the Wittman Tailwind. I’ve dropped in a 3-view for reference.

WHAM – News, Views and Reviews
Jeff Englert
10118 Sterling Court
Wichita, KS 67205

The next SAM 56 Dinner Meeting will be at:

Mediterranean Grill
335 S Towne East Mall Dr., Wichita, KS 67207
(316) 651-5599
Saturday, May 21, 2022
Social Hour @ 6:00 PM, Dinner @ 6:30 PM...
Upcoming events:
Membership Information:
Open to all interested AMA members, founded to encourage and promote the model airplane building hobby.
Member dues $20 (not this year!) annually, Subscription only; $12 annually, $18 foreign.
Send checks Phil Burress, 4757 N. Steeds Crossing, Park City, KS 67219
All memberships and subscription renewals are due January 1st of the new year.

Club Officers:
President: Chuck Powell,
Treasurer: Phil Burress,

Vice-President: Marty Kline
Secretary: Jeff Englert, 722-7491

